Interaction of Pseudomonas aeruginosa with human tear fluid components.
Reflex human tears bind Pseudomonas aeruginosa bacteria and prevent them from invading corneal epithelial cells. In this study, we assessed the effect of eye closure and the role of sialoglycoprotein (SG) in tears on bacterial binding and invasion. Human tears (reflex and closed-eye) were collected using a microcapillary tube. Reflex tears were separated into 13 fractions by high-performance liquid chromatography while high-molecular-weight components from closed-eye tears were separated into an SG/mucin fraction and a nonmucin fraction. Bacterial binding was quantified by viable counts and bacterial invasion was tested using the gentamicin survival technique. Closed-eye tears bound significantly more bacteria than open-eye tears. Fractionation of reflex tears showed that 11 out of the 13 fractions bound bacteria, while all 13 fractions significantly reduced bacterial invasion of corneal epithelial cells. Surprisingly, the SG/mucin component of closed-eye tears resisted bacterial binding and had no significant effect on bacterial invasion. P. aeruginosa bacteria bind more efficiently to closed-eye tears than to open-eye tears. The mechanism by which tears bind bacteria and protect against invasion does not require SG/mucin, as this fraction of closed-eye tears does not contain either activity.